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Objective: The present study examined whether medical terminology impacts self-triage decisions (deciding if and when to seek medical treatment) compared to lay terminology.
Methods: Undergraduate psychology student participants read 32 hypothetical health scenarios and reported how urgently they would seek care ["In this situation, when would you seek medical attention?" presented along with a seven-point scale, with anchors at either extreme: "Never (At the next scheduled appointment, if at all)" and "As soon as possible (Within the hour)," reflecting the options coded as 1 and 7, respectively]. Data were collected in person via a paper-based questionnaire. Scenarios included a description of symptoms, which were labeled as consistent with a particular medical disorder using either a lay disease label (e.g. "Heart Attack") or medical terminology (e.g. "Myocardial Infarction"). The 32 health scenarios represented medical disorders that purposefully reflected a spectrum of severity, commonality, and how recently the medical terminology had entered common use. results: For disorders for which medical terminology has been more recently established, participants reported that they would seek care more urgently when the disorder was presented using a medical label [mean (SE) = 4.08 (0.23)] than when they were described using the lay disease labels [3.32 (0.23) , t(35) = 5.36, p < 0.001, e.g., "seborrheic dermatitis" versus "chronic dandruff"]. However, this differential response to medical or lay disease labels was not observed for disorders for which medical terminology has been more well established [medical labels = 5.16 (0.18); lay labels = 4.89 (0.18), t(35) = −1.67, p = 0.104, e.g., "heart attack" and "myocardial infarction"].
conclusion: These results indicate that self-triage decision-making can be readily influenced by the terminology used to identify a disorder; however, this phenomenon appears to be particularly relevant for disorders in which public opinion may still be in flux.
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Medical decision-making is a very complex task (Higgs and Jones, 2000; Eva, 2005) and even expert clinicians have difficulty with the ambiguity inherent in many clinical symptoms (Brooks et al., 1991 (Brooks et al., , 2000 Zarin and Earls, 1993; Hatala et al., 1999; LeBlanc et al., 2001 LeBlanc et al., , 2002 Groves et al., 2003) . Issues of symptom identification and medical decision-making exist for patients as well, as we all have to decide whether something is "strange" or "bad enough" to seek medical attention, and patients often have to make health decisions without the benefit of medical expertise (Redelmeier et al., 1993; MacKichan et al., 2017) . While many treatment decisions are made through exercises in shared decision-making (where patients and physicians are both involved in treatment decisions, e.g., Charles et al., 1997; Frosch and Kaplan, 1999; Godolphin, 2009) or patient-centered care (where patients are at the core of medical decisions, e.g., Stewart et al., 2000) , one example of decision-making that rests entirely with an individual is deciding when, and how urgently, to seek out medical care (previously labeled as self-triage decision-making; Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010; Morita et al., 2017) . To add a layer of complexity, many individuals face the difficulty of making self-triage decisions in the context of high levels of uncertainty, both in deciding whether their symptoms merit medical attention at all, and when faced with a wealth of potential diagnoses. Individual decisions are rendered even more complex and dynamic with the influence of potentially unreliable or overly fear mongering (Gladwell, 1995) information from a variety of health information sources and the unfamiliar language of medical symptoms and diagnoses (Young et al., 2008) . Previous work has found that perceptions of the severity of disorders are influenced by the use of medical language (Young et al., 2008) , where conditions described using medical terminology were seen as more serious and more representative of a disease. Previous work has also found that self-triage decisions are influenced by uncertainty (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010) ; however, we know little regarding how medical terminology and uncertainty interact in the context of self-triage decision-making. The purpose of the present study was to examine whether self-triage decisions are influenced by the terminology used to describe potential diagnoses.
selF-Triage DecisiOn-MaKing
Difficulty identifying signs and symptoms for the lay individual invariably influences the amount of time before medical care is sought (Burnett et al., 2005) and experimental research demonstrates that uncertainty can influence the hypothetical medical decisions of young, healthy individuals (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010) . These experimental investigations of decision-making suggest that factors such as certainty, severity, and the presence of alternate potential diagnoses influence the self-triage process. By manipulating the certainty [you have (diagnosis X), versus you may have (diagnosis X)] of the suggested diagnosis as well as the severity [(diagnosis X) could be a common cold or a brain aneurysm] of various hypothetical situations, Cooper and Humphreys were able to determine the role of each on the urgency with which participants report they would seek care. As one might predict, participants reported seeking care more urgently when suggested that they might have a more serious condition rather than a less serious one. Interestingly, an interaction was found between the severity of the suggested disorder and the certainty of that suggested diagnosis. Meaning, when participants were given scenarios with moderate or high severity disorders, participants responded with higher urgency ratings (on a 7-point scale) when given definitive diagnoses than when the diagnoses were suggested, and ratings of urgency were even lower when no diagnosis was provided. Conversely, with increasing certainty for low severity disorders, participants responded that they would seek care with less urgency. In summary, if it could be a serious condition (e.g. meningitis), participants reported being willing to seek treatment quickly and when it was most likely not a serious medical condition (e.g. a viral infection), they were less likely to report seeking urgent care. In addition, when given a definitive diagnosis, participants reported being willing to seek treatment more quickly than when given a suggested diagnosis that was less certain. Hall et al. (2010) examined the influence of presenting multiple possible diagnoses on self-triage decisions. In their study, participants saw hypothetical health scenarios where a cluster of symptoms could be presented with either a high severity disorder, a low severity disorder, or with a differential diagnosis including both the high and low severity disorders. Participants rated that they would seek care more urgently for the high severity disorder (5.0 on a seven-point scale) than for the low severity disorder (3.6). More importantly, when participants saw the differential diagnosis containing both the high and the low severity disorders, they reported that they would seek care less urgently than when presented with the high severity disorder alone (4.6). These results indicate that self-triage decisions can be influenced by something as simple as the number of potential diagnoses listed or considered. In summary, previous research in this domain suggests that uncertainty plays an important role in self-triage decision-making. However, a question that remains is whether other forms of uncertainty, such as uncertainty that is induced by the use of unfamiliar terminology, also influence self-triage decision-making.
The eFFecTs OF Using MeDical TerMinOlOgY
In addition to the presentation of multiple possible diagnoses, many potential diagnosis and symptom labels are frequently presented to lay individuals in complex medical language-often referred to as "medicalese" (Eva et al., 2001; Norman et al., 2003; Young et al., 2008) . Medicalese refers to the use of specialized language to refer to medical disorders by using Latin or Greek derivatives (e.g., "Myalgic Encephalopathy") or using Englishbased technical terms that connote a special medical status (e.g., "Gastroeophageal Reflux Disease"). Overall, a disease presented in medical language is typically considered to be more severe, more representative of a disease, and less prevalent (Eva et al., 2001; Norman et al., 2003; Young et al., 2008) . Interestingly, medical language has been demonstrated to influence the perceptions of not only lay individuals (Young et al., 2008) , but also early medical learners and practitioners (Eva et al., 2001; Eva and Wood, 2003; Norman et al., 2003) . However, some research suggests that this influence of language may be limited to newly medicalized disorders-disorders where the medical language is still quite new, and perhaps poorly recognized (Young et al., 2008) and that this use of medical language may be involved in changing public perceptions of newly medicalized disorders (Young et al., 2008) . But perceptions of severity, disease representativeness, prevalence, and personal risk (Young et al., 2013) may not be perfectly analogous to patient decisions of when to seek care (i.e. self-triage decision-making). One might think a disorder is serious and a representative example of a disease, but it may not influence how quickly one would seek medical care. Perhaps even more importantly, it is possible that the use of a medical label for a disorder may increase the urgency with which one would seek care compared to the same disorder when presented using a lay label.
The Present study
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the role of medical and lay terminology on how urgently individuals report that they would seek care. The use of healthy undergraduates and hypothetical health scenarios to investigate the urgency to seek care has been used previously (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010) , and a similar population and questionnairebased experimental approach were used here to determine the influence, if any, of medical terminology on self-triage decisionmaking. If this influence can be established, this will be a clear addition to previous findings indicating that medical terminology can influence perceptions of risk Topolinski and Strack, 2010; Young et al., 2013; Dohle and Siegrist, 2014; Tasso et al., 2014) , and perceptions of severity and disease status (Young et al., 2008) .
MeThOD Participants
Thirty-six psychology undergraduate students (24 females) from McMaster University participated in exchange for partial course credit. Previous work (Frewer et al., 2002) have found that perceptions of risk are more extreme in lay, older, and less educated populations, and responses are more likely to be heterogeneous within heterogeneous population. Given this study is an initial investigation into the impact of medical terminology on self-reported ratings of urgency, we opted to rely on a healthy undergraduate population in order to isolate, to the best of our ability, the influence of medical terminology on self-triage decision-making. Inclusion criteria included being of native or near-native English fluency. The study was described on the available on-line platform hosted by the Undergraduate Psychology Program at McMaster University (available to all registered students), and potential participants self-selected to participate through the on-line platform, and respondents are typically first or second year students enrolled in courses in the Psychology, Neuroscience, and Behavior Department at McMaster University. This study received approval from the McMaster University Research Ethics Board.
Procedure
Participants were briefed regarding the study protocol and provided written consent. Participants completed a paper and pencil questionnaire including 32 hypothetical health scenarios (see the Appendix for examples of these scenarios). As part of the protocol, the experimenter emphasized that for each scenario, participants were to imagine that they were experiencing the given symptoms and had learned that these symptoms were consistent with a particular medical disorder. For each hypothetical scenario, participants were told to indicate, to the best of their judgment, how urgently they would seek care [on a seven-point scale anchored "Never (At the next scheduled appointment, if at all)" and "As soon as possible (Within the hour)"], a scale previously used within similar study contexts, with a similar study population by Cooper and Humphreys (2008) and Hall et al. (2010) . Participants were given an opportunity after each scenario to list any words that they did not recognize. After completing the questionnaire, participants were debriefed regarding the specific purposes of the experiment and invited to ask any questions they might have. Participants were encouraged to complete the study within 1 h, which based on previous studies (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Young et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2010) provided ample time. Participants were responsible for self-pacing throughout the study.
Materials
Hypothetical health threat scenarios were created based on the protocol described in Cooper and Humphreys (2008) and modified to investigate the differential influence of medical and lay terminology on self-triage decisions. Disorders included in this study were purposely chosen to represent a breath of severity, commonality, and likely familiarity (specifically how long the medical language label had been in common use). Each scenario contained three to four symptoms along with a suggested diagnosis consistent with the listed symptoms. The symptoms and associated disorder were unique to each hypothetical health scenario. Each scenario ended with the question "In this situation, when would you seek medical attention?" presented along with a seven-point scale, with the following anchors at either extreme: "Never (At the next scheduled appointment, if at all)" and "As soon as possible (Within the hour), " reflecting the options coded as 1 and 7, respectively. Ratings from this seven-point scale are referred to as urgency ratings. Example scenarios are presented in the Appendix.
Four versions of the study questionnaire were created, each containing a total of 34 hypothetical health scenarios, in order to counterbalance the language of presentation (either lay or medical label for each disorder) and the order of presentation of the disorders. Sixteen of the hypothetical health scenarios in each questionnaire were related to the purpose of the present study and are described here. The remaining scenarios were part of a larger, on-going study of factors influencing self-triage decisions, and are unpublished data. To investigate the role of medical language on the reported urgency to seek care, medical and lay language stimuli from Young et al. (2008) were adapted to create hypothetical health scenarios. The medical disorders included eight disorders that were classified as "newly medicalized, " which were defined as having a medical term introduced or come to popular use within approximately the last 15 years (e.g., erectile dysfunction disorder) and eight recognized medical disorders, which were defined as having had a lay and medical term in popular use for more than 15 years (e.g., hypertension). These two types of disorders, along with their respective disorder types and labels are shown in Table 1 . Disorders were described using a medical label or a lay label (counterbalanced across participants, so no participant saw both the medical and lay label for the same disorder). Information regarding the justification and verification of these categories can be found elsewhere (Young et al., 2008) . Importantly, every questionnaire contained scenarios describing each of the eight recently medicalized disorders, and eight established disorders (total of 16 hypothetical health scenarios). For each type of disorder (recently medicalized/established) half of these scenarios in each questionnaire described the disorder using the medical label, and other half of the scenarios described the disorder using the lay label.
analysis
In order to examine the impact of medical terminology on ratings of reported urgency to seek care, an Analysis of Variance was conducted with type of disorder (recently medicalized/ established) and terminology (medical/lay) as the within subjects factors of interest. Based on previous work (Young et al., 2008) , planned comparisons (t-tests) were conducted for the recently medicalized and established disorders to specifically examine the influence of medical versus lay terminology.
resUlTs
Mean urgency ratings as a function of the type of disorder and type of language used are shown in Table 2 . Mean urgency ratings were submitted to an analysis of variance with type of disorder (recently medicalized/established), label type (medical/lay), and symptom cluster (16 clusters, one for each of the disorders listed in Table 1 ) as within subject factors. Participants reported that they would seek medical care more urgently when the disorder was described using the medical label (mean = 4.59, SE = 0.19) than when described using the lay label (mean = 4.06, SE = 0. Although the interaction between label type and type of disorder was only marginally significant, planned t-tests were conducted to compare the effect of label type (medical/lay) on ratings of urgency separately for recently medicalized and established medical disorders, due to findings previously reported (Young et al., 2008) . For recently medicalized disorders, participants reported that they would seek medical care more urgently when the disorders were described with the medical labels (mean = 4.08, SE = 0.23) than when they were described using the lay disease labels (mean = 3.32, SE = 0.23), t(35) = 5.36, p < 0.001. For established medical disorders, the difference in urgency ratings did not differ across language of the disorder label [medical labels: mean = 5.16, SE = 0.18; lay labels: mean = 4.89, SE = 0.18, t(35) = −1.67, p = 0.104].
DiscUssiOn
The purpose of the present study was to examine whether the use of medical labels influences health-care-seeking behavior in healthy young adults. To that end, we conducted an experimental questionnaire-based study where participants were asked to rate how urgently they would seek medical care after imagining that they were experiencing the listed cluster of symptoms and had learned that their symptoms were consistent with a provided potential diagnosis. In order to isolate the role of medical terminology on reported urgency of care-seeking behavior (or selftriage decision-making), participants were asked to report how quickly they would seek care for disorders that were labeled using either lay-language terminology (e.g., "sore throat") or medical terminology (e.g., "pharyngitis"). Further, we investigated the magnitude of the influence of medical terminology on both well-established medical disorders (such as "hypertension") and newly established or newly re-labeled medical disorders (such as "erectile dysfunction disorder"). In summary, the results of the present study indicate that when diseases were presented using their medical terminology label (e.g. "androgenic alopecia"), participants considered the diseases to warrant more urgent care than when the same disease was presented using a lay English label (e.g., "male pattern baldness"). Further, participants appear to demonstrate this differential weighting of medical terminology primarily for medical disorders that have been recently medicalized (e.g., "hyperhidrosis" versus "excessive sweating"). The results from this study support the notion that medical terminology influences the urgency with which individuals report that they would seek medical care.
It is important to note that the recently medicalized and the established diseases do differ in severity (Young et al., 2008) , making it unsurprising that participants reported that they would seek health care more urgently for diseases considered to be well established (e.g., "hypertension") than for newly medicalized disorders (e.g., "gastroesophageal reflux disease"), and the findings of this study are consistent with previous work demonstrating that severity influences self-triage decisions (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010) . It is also possible that participants interpreted the urgency scale in this study inappropriately and relied on perceptions of illness base rates to ground their ratings of urgency, meaning that they may have reported that they would seek care more urgently for disorders they perceived to have higher base rates. This possibility seems unlikely, given that Young et al. (2008) have found that individuals consider the newly medicalized disorders to be more serious, more representative of a disease, and, importantly, less prevalent when presented in the medical rather than lay disease label. Young et al. 's (Young et al., 2008) findings suggest that the increased likelihood to seek care for newly medicalized disorders presented with medical language labels in the present study is not due to an individual thinking that, for example, "gastroesophageal reflux disease" is more common than "chronic heartburn. " Therefore, the increased urgency with which individuals report they would seek care is unlikely to be explained by participants relying on base-rate probabilities (Jemmott et al., 1986) , or their personal perceptions of risk (Coombs and Slovic, 1979) .
In the present study, medical labels, compared to their lay English equivalent, were associated with higher urgency ratings in recently medicalized disorders, but no such pattern was seen in established disorders. This result replicates a similar pattern of results that was reported by Young et al. (2008) using different measures of the perceptions of illness severity. We propose that medical labels may induce uncertainty in lay populations; perhaps the labels sound unfamiliar, which may underlie the increased urgency ratings seen here. Song and Schwarz (2009) found that food additives were perceived as riskier when their names were harder to pronounce, an effect that was mediated by the perceived familiarity of the names. This fluency of processing acts as a heuristic cue for intuitive judgments of risk ). Dohle and Siegrist (2014) also found fluency of name pronunciation to influence perceptions of drug risk. Even when individuals were presented with an attribute that was easier to evaluate, like price, the name of the drug was an important criterion for most participants for evaluating side effects and willingness to purchase. It is important to recognize that this fluency effect is dependent on the context of the initial judgment. Previous studies report reverse fluency effects, where disfluency is interpreted positively, in instances where traits associated with disfluency, like unfamiliarity, were considered positive (Pocheptsova et al., 2010; Galak and Nelson, 2011; Cho, 2015) . Cho (2015) replicated Dohle and Siegrist's (Dohle and Siegrist, 2014) findings that complex drug names were perceived as riskier, but found that the same complex drug names were also perceived as more technologically advanced. When asked to estimate the likelihood of FDA approval, individuals who had rated the drug names for advancedness perceived the complex drug names as more likely to be approved. In contrast, individuals who had rated the names for riskiness perceived complex names as less likely to be approved. The context of a judgment (e.g., advancedness versus risk) determined the direction of effect for fluency on perceptions (Cho, 2015) . The present study represents a situation where disfluency may be interpreted as uncertainty and associated with increased urgency to seek medical care. Considering that the effect of heuristic cues is more pronounced when individuals are under stress (Chaiken, 1987) or in the presence of uncertainty (Kahneman, 2003) , decision-making, when ill and potentially facing uncertain medical terminology or diagnoses, can be especially prone to biases that may negatively impact individual or public health. Therefore, patient-generated data in the context of actual decisions may show an even greater effect of newly medicalized terms on care-seeking urgency; however, this was beyond the scope of this study.
The lack of differential response to lay and medical labels for disorders with well-established terminology is consistent with Dohle and Siegrist's (Dohle and Siegrist, 2014) suggestion that heuristics like fluency would have a greater impact on newer drug products. This induction of uncertainty may mimic the pattern of results seen in Cooper and Humphreys (2008) , where uncertainty resulted in increased ratings of urgency for disorders that were moderate or high in severity. Interestingly, Hall et al. (2010) demonstrated that the presence of a differential diagnosis (an analog to increasing uncertainty) resulted in a paradoxical drop in ratings of self-reported care-seeking urgency. It is possible then, that the results presented here demonstrate not an uncertainty of diagnosis, but an uncertainty of what the newly medicalized terminology means. Therefore, it may be the case that with increased uncertainty regarding the meaning of a disease label, individuals are more inclined to consult someone who understands what the "jargon"-or medical terminology-means, such as a physician. Consistent with this, Rosen and Knäuper (2009) demonstrated that individuals placed in an uncertain situation regarding a fictitious sexually transmitted infection (STI) were more likely to seek additional information regarding the fictitious STI than individuals who were placed in a more certain situation regarding the same STI. Research on the health communication via medical disclosure and consent documentation also found that patients experienced less uncertainty when viewing documentation with both medical terminology and their corresponding lay terminology, than with just the medical terminology alone (Donovan et al., 2014) . Within the taxonomy of uncertainty in health communication established by Babrow et al. (1998) , uncertainty arises from five domains: complexity, quality of information, probability, structure of information, and lay epistemology. The uncertainty of what newly medicalized terminology may mean can be described as a lack of clarity, a sub-domain of quality of information, whereas an uncertainty of diagnosis would fall within the domain of probability-the perceived likelihood of a particular outcome or the presence of a range of possibilities (Babrow et al., 1998) . The source of uncertainty can influence the impact of uncertainty on decision, as demonstrated by the divergent effects of uncertainty on ratings of self-reported careseeking urgency observed in this study and Hall et al. (2010) , and it is important to recognize the differences in the source of the uncertainty, in order to appropriately manage it (Han et al., 2011) .
Finally, recent research has demonstrated a strong role for the linguistic properties of product labels in decisions of risk-if a food additive or drug (Dohle and Siegrist, 2014) was difficult to pronounce, it was considered to be more risky than one that was easy to pronounce. If such simple linguistic phenomena, such as ease of pronunciation, or having English language versus Latinate-sounding terminology in medicine (Eva et al., 2001; Norman et al., 2003; Young et al., 2008) , can consistently influence our decisions regarding safety, severity, and care-seeking behavior, it offers caution for public communication and presentation of health information. Tasso et al. (2014) warned against the use of drug names that suggested their expected outcome because they were perceived as more effective and less risky than names that had no meaning or alluded to the target health issue. For example, participants perceived drug names like Dermosan, referring to its expected outcome of healthy (san) skin (dermo), to be more effective and less risky than names like Dermomal, referring to its target health issue of unhealthy (mal) skin (dermo). Ethical issues with regards to language choice arise when language is shown to readily bias perceptions and health behavior intention. Bokhour and Kressin (2015) expressed a similar concern toward potentially misinterpreted disorder labels, like hypertension, suggesting individual labels may carry their own semantic and cognitive biases. Despite being an established medical label for high blood pressure due to elevated arterial tension, hypertension is often misinterpreted as excessive general tension or stress. Associations between blood pressure and stress, although commonly held, remain controversial and unclear, especially with regards to the etiology and management of hypertension (Bokhour and Kressin, 2015) . As a result, patients may rely on psychological stress relief and discount the value of non-psychological interventions like diet, exercise, or antihypertensive medication. The presentation of this medical label, or other potentially misinterpreted labels, may influence self-triage, self-care management, and medication adherence (Bokhour and Kressin, 2015) . New medical labels should consider conflicting perceptions of lay labels and potential misinterpretations, as well as the implicit influence of language on perception and decision-making. Further research should investigate label-specific biases to inform appropriate language choice for health communications, as well as methods for preventing cognitive biases like fluency. Topolinski and Strack (2010) replicated Song and Schwarz's (Song and Schwarz, 2009) findings of increased risk perceptions for more complex food additive names and found that a simultaneous oral sensorimotor task, like chewing, prevented this bias. Individuals who chewed on a cereal bar while reading food additive names reported similar levels of risk perception for both easy-to-pronounce names and hard-to-pronounce names. Topolinski and Strack (2010) took these findings as support for the notion that the ease of covert sensorimotor simulation drives fluency-based cognitive biases. Secondary sensorimotor tasks block these simulations, thereby reducing fluency effect. Whereas other approaches require additional post hoc processing to correct biases, the process proposed by Topolinski and Strack (2010) prevents the biases by blocking the processes responsible and is more applicable to the context of online health information seeking, where additional judgmental corrections are not convenient or readily available.
This study is not without limitations. A population of healthy undergraduates was used, and asked to imagine hypothetical medical scenarios. While this is not perfectly equivalent to individuals in crisis making decisions of when to seek care, we believe that the protocol used here, and in previous work (Cooper and Humphreys, 2008; Hall et al., 2010) , provide a well-controlled environment in which to investigate infrequent and potentially high-risk health decisions, and examine perceptions of medical conditions. Notably, these results do not perfectly generalize to a patient population, an older or less educated population (Frewer et al., 2002) , or individuals making health decisions on another's behalf (e.g., parents making health decisions about their child), this remains an important direction for future research. Additionally, this study was designed as a within-subjects study, with little opportunity to investigate the role of culture (e.g., Kirmayer, 1992) , personal experience, nor familiarity with medical terminology. This study was also unable to investigate the likely iterative and interactional effects of individuals seeking information to help support self-triage decision-making. While beyond the scope of this study, the influence of culture, individual differences, and contextual and interactive factors remain important avenues for future research. Finally, any effects of terminology need to be interpreted within a particular linguistic and cultural context, and it remains unclear the extent to which these results would generalize to languages other than English, or other cultural contexts.
Importantly, this study clearly identifies terminology as an influence on self-reported urgency to seek medical care. Understanding the specific factors that underlie the influence of medical terminology, identifying influences on patient decisions to seek care, and evaluating their interactions are important for improving medical communication generally and patientphysician communication specifically, as well as the effective design and use of public health campaigns. Physicians should consider the impact of previous exposure to lay or medical labels on patients' sense of urgency for care and perceptions of disease characteristics (Young et al., 2008) , as well as the impact of their own choice of disease label during patient-physician communication. Patients reported preferring physicians' use of medical labels because it validated their illness and enhanced their views of their physician's professionalism (Ogden et al., 2003) . Consistent with findings that lay labels are perceived as less severe, less representative of disease, and more prevalent (Young et al., 2008) , patients also felt a physician's use of lay labels indicated that the disease was less worrisome and would subside quickly (Ogden et al., 2003) . Based on this growing body of work, physicians should also avoid instances where particular labels may be misinterpreted and as a result, undermine treatment (Bokhour and Kressin, 2015) . The optimal terminology to be used by physicians in consultations depends on the language used by patients and the intended outcome. Williams and Ogden (2004) found increased patient-physician rapport, patient communication comfort, and patient compliance intent when physicians used the same labels as their patients.
The importance of medical terminology can also be observed outside of a physical patient-physician interaction. This study focused on the terminology seen in the context of fictional self-triage decisions, the role of uncertainty in light of different self-posited diagnoses is particularly important given our technologically and informationally rich environment, where individuals seek much of their health information online. With individuals reporting self-triage as one of the primary reasons for online health information seeking (Bowes et al., 2012) , decisions to seek care are now influenced by publically available information, most of which is found on the Internet (Morahan-Martin, 2004 ). More specifically, searching for health information may actually escalate health concerns (White and Horvitz, 2009; Fergus, 2013) and health information "facts" are often hard to find and are rarely contained within the same information site (Benigeri and Pluye, 2003) . Further, information on the Internet is not always reliable (Diaz et al., 2002) , frequently includes multiple possible diagnoses that range in severity, and diseases are often presented in technical or medical terminology (e.g. "medicalese"; Eva et al., 2001; Norman et al., 2003; Young et al., 2008) .
With advances in information technology, the importance of terminology also extends to interactions with tools for medical decision-making (Nijland et al., 2008) . Decision aids, like the strategy for off-site rapid triage, a web-based decision aid designed in response to the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, aim to provide better informed decision-making during times of medical crisis (Kellermann et al., 2010) . Dolan et al. (2015) demonstrated that user decision outcomes varied with the presentation of labels during decision aid use, suggesting that decision aids need to consider conscious and unconscious biases to be maximally effective. The present findings demonstrate that language of presentation can be a crucial consideration for patient communication, including the methods for designing decision-aid tools.
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